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ON THE REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS OF
FINITE ORDER

MASARU OSIMA

Introduction.

The representations of a group @ of finite order g were first
studied by G. Frobenius ll in his theory of group characters. The
coefficients of the linear transformations are taken as· complex num
bers, but we may take them as the elements of an algebraically
closed field of characteristic O. Recently the modular representations
of® (Le. representations of @ by matrices with coefficients in a
modular field) which were first treated by L. E. Dickson~ll, has been
studied by R. Brauer and C. Nesbitt jointly and very interesting
results h~ve been obtained3

). In the present paper, we shall give a
new metJ;lOd ·to the theory of group representations which enables us
in particular to prove the orthogonality relations for group characters
in a quite natural way.

In Part I, we study the properties of the regular representations
of algebras. Let A be an algebra with unit element. Let A' be an
algebra anti-isomorphic to A and a -+ a' an anti-isomorphism between
A and A'. If we denote by S(a) and R(a) the left and the right
regular representations of A, then a x b' -+ S(a)R'(b) is a represen
tation of the direct product A x A' where R' (b) is the transpose of
R(b). We can derive the properties of the regular representations of
A by studying the structure of the representation S(a)R'(b) ofAx A'.
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 play a principal role in our theory. Ap
plying Theorem 1 to the group ring of @ we can obtain the ortho
gonality relations for group characters. The relations for the induced
characters of @ are derived from Theorem 2. In Parts il and ill, we
study the ordinary representations and the modular representations
of @ respectively. In particular, we can obtain a simple proof of the

1) All of Frobenins' papers were published in the Sitzungsber. Preuss. Akad.
A complete list of titles is to be found in SpeiHer (]8). Three treatments of the theory
wele given by Burnside (7), Schur (16) and Noeter (14). Cl. also the accounts in
Dickson (lO), Speiser (18) and ,Vaerden (20).

2) Dickson (8), (9).
3) Brauer (2). Brauer-Nesbitt (4), (6).
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fundamental relation between the Cartan invariants and the decom
position numbers of @I). The last Part deals with the represen
tations of @ by collineations.

I. Regular representations of algebras.!!)

1. Let A be an (associative) algebra with unit element lover
an algebraically closed field K, and N be the radical of A. Let

A = A / N = Al + A 2 + + An

be a decomposition of residue class algebra· A = A / N into a direct
sum of simple two-sided ideals A.\. Denote bye., E2 , •••••• , En the
unit elements of AI, J:G, ...... , An. Each EA can be decomposed into
:a sum of mutually orthogonal idempotent elements e.\. 1, e.\, 2' ...... ,

ell., fUI.l such that left ideals Ae.\, i as well as right ideals e.\, i A are
~imple. There exist mutually orthogonal idempotent elements eA. t in
A such that e.\. i (mod N) = e.\. i (A = 1, 2, ...... , n; i = 1, 2, ·.. ,f(J.».
If we put EA = e.\. 1 + ell.. 2 + ...... + eA ,f(.\)' then El + E 2 + + En
= 1. A is a direct sum:

A = Ael • l + + Ael • I (I) + Ae~.1 + + Ae n,I<n)

[A = eJ.1A + + el ,I(1)A + e2,tA + + en.j(nJA].

The idempotent elements eA, t are primitive and the left ideals Aell..1.
as well as the right ideals e.\. t A are directly indecomposable. Fur
ther Ae.\,i [eA,tAJ with one and the same first suffix A, and only
those are (operator-) isomorphic to each other:

. For the sake of simplicity, let us denote one of e.\, i (i = 1, 2, ... "',
f().)), say e.\. J ,by e.\. Incidentally we denote eA, I by eA' Let UA and
VA be the indecomposable representations of A belonging to the left
ideal AeA and the right ideal e.\A respectively. Then

where MA and N A are '(reducible or irreducible) representations of A

1) See Brauer-Nesbitt (4), Nakayama (11) and Braner (3).
2) Cf. Brnucr-Nesbitt CG), Naknyama (11) and Nesbitt (13).
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ON THE REPRESENTATIO~SOF GROUPS OF F]~ITE ORDER a3

and FA is the irreducible representation of A belonging to AeA [eA A].
All these are well known.

Let ml , m2 , •••••• , mt be a basis of A. For every a in A, we
have equations

(1.1)

where the coefficients S/cA and r/CA lie in K. We then obtain two re
presentations of A by associating the matrices Sea) = (S/CA) , R(a) = (r>.J
with a. These representations a ~ Sea) and a --.. R(a) are called the
left and the right regular representations of A respectively. Since
equations (1.1) become in matrix form

(1.2)

we have

a(ml m2 •••••• mt )

(m1 m2 •••••• mt)a

(ml m2 •••••• mt)Sea)

(ml m~ mt)R'(a)

(1.3) a(ml ~ •••••• mt)b = (m! m2 •••••• mt)S(a) R' (b).

Let A' be an algebra anti-isomorphic to A and a --.. a' an anti-iso
morphism between A and A'. Then a' --.. R'(a) is the left regular
representation of A'. Since S(a)R'(b) = R'(b)S(a) for any a, bE A,
a x b --.. S(a)R' (b) is a representation of the direct product A x A'.
(1.3) shows that the representation S(a)R'(b) ofAx A' belongs to the
A-two-sided module A. Since a' --.. F{(a) (,{ = 1, 2, , n) are the
irreducible representations of A', the distinct irreducible representa-
tions ofAx A' are given by FAa) x F~ (b) (K,,{ = 1, 2, , n) accord-
ing to our assumpti~n concerning K. Let c/c>. denote the multiplicity
of FK(a) x F~ (b) as irreducible constituent of S(a)R' (b) ;

(1.4) S(a)R'(b) .- ~ cl<>.(F/C(a) x F~(b»
/(,A

(the sign +-> indicates that two representations have the same irre
ducible constituents).

Lemma 1. Let A ::lA. ::lA2 ::l •••••• ::lAr = 0 be a composition series'
of two-sided ideals of A.

1) If Aie"::lAi+1e,,, then the A-left-module AteA/Ai+1e" is simple
and Atep. = At+1ep. for p. =t=,{.
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2) If e"Ai::J e"At+
"

then the A-right-module e"Ai ! e"Ai +1 is simple
and e~At = e...A t+ 1 for 1/ =F K.

3) If AteJo.! AHJe" ~ Ae", then e"Ad e"Ai+1 ~ e"A, and conversely.
Proof. If FK.(a) x F{(b) belongs to the A-two-sided module

All At+J, then the A-left-module Ai! A t +1 is a direct sum of f().)
simple left-moduli isomorphic to Ae", and the A-right-module At / A t + 1

is a direct sum Of"[(K) simple right-moduli isomorphic to e"A:

At I A i+ 1 ~ SJ.n1 + SJ.n2 + + illerl ,,) ,

Ad A i + 1"~ 911 + 912 + + 911(K.) ,

IDCr ~ AeK.

91t ~ eAA.

Since Ai is a direct sum: At = AiEl + A tE2 + + AtEn , we
have for the A-left-module At / A t+1

Ad A t+1= AiEl I A i+1E 1 + AtEd Ai+2E~ + + AtEn / A t +1En

= (Ad Ai+I)EJ·+ (Ai I AHJ)E;: + + (Ad AH1)En •

While we have

(p. =F).)

~ince "RtEp. ~ e"A.Ep. = O. This show~ that AtEp. = A t+ 1Ep. for p. =1= A
and

Ai / A i+1 = AtE,\ / Ai+1E"
= Ate", 1 / Al+Je",] + + Ate,\ d('\) / A t+1eA, f(A) •

We then have AteA/ At+,eA ~ Ae" and Atep. = Ai+1ep. for p. =I=.t. Simi
larly, we have for the A-right-module Ai I At+l

(1/ =1= K).

Hence e"A t / e"Ai + 1 ~ eAA and el/Ai = el/At+ 1 for 1/ =1= K. This completes
the proof.

From the composition series of A in Lemma 1, we have

We can choose a subsequence AeA = BUeA , B.eA , •••••• , Bm()..)eA= 0 from
this sequence such that Bie,\::J Bt+Jeil, and every AjeA is equal to one
of them. According to Lemma 1
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ON THE REPRESENrATIONS OF GROUPS OF FINITE ORDER :37

is a composition series of the left ideal AeA. We obtain readily from
Lemma 1 the following

Theorem 1. Let C"A denote multiplicity of F,,(a) x F{(b) in
S(a)R'(b), Then

1)

2)

{
UA(a) -. ~ c"AFK(a)

VK(a) -. ~ cKAFA(a)
A

S(a)R'(b) -. ~ UA(a) x F~(b) -. ~ F,,(a) x "V:(b).
A "

Theorem 1 shows that the CfCA" are the Cartan invariants of A. Let
"In(J.) and n(lC) be the lengths of composition series of AeA and eAA.

Then

~ m(..i) = ~ n(lC) = ~ CICA = r.
A K K, A

Corollary. If A is semi-simple, then

(1.5) S(a)R'(b) ~ ~ FK(a) x F;(b).
"

As one can easily see, we can replace in Lemma 1 A by any
two-sided ideal ~ of A. Hence, if Ut and V,,* are the representa
tions of A belonging to meA and eK~l, then

and

(1.6) {
u~(a) ~ h"AFK(a)

V,,* (a) .-.. ~ h",\FA(a).
A

2. Let Band C be two subalgebras of A having the unit ele
ment 1 in common with A. Define EP) and e~l) of B in the same
way as we defined EA and eA of A. Let 13 be the residue class
algebra of B with respect to its radical, and let e~l) be the residue
class containing e~l). Let FP), F,P), , FP) be thedistinct irreducible
representations of B. We denote by Ull), ~(1), ••• "', UP) and VP\ V2(l),

...... , Vll) the indecomposable constituents of the left and the right
regular representations ot B respectively, where U,P) and VP) belong
to Be~l) and e~l)B. We call the representations of A belonging to
Ae~J) and e~J)A, the induced representations of A from UP) and V,,(l),
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38 MASARU OSIl\!A

eu ~ Be~J)

~ll ~ e'l)(;.

and denote by fj~l) and VP). Similarly we can define FP), UP), Vf\
ut!.) and V,,(2) (A = 1, 2, ...... , m) with respect to C. Let S(a) and R(a)

have the same meaning as in section 1. Then b x c' ~ S(b)R'(c) for
b E Band c E C, is a representation of the direct product B x C' and
belongs to the B-C-double-module ·A. The distinct irreducible repre-
sentations of B x C' are given by F~n(b) x (FP)(c»)' (IC = 1, 2, ,
I; ,( = 1,2, , m). Corresponding to Lemma 1, we have

Lemma 2. Let A::>~ ::> M'}. ::> •••••• ::> M, = 0 be a composition series
of B-C-double-nlOdule A. Then

1) If ~ei2)::> ~+Je'f), then the B-left-module Mter) I ~+ler) is
. l d 1I.IF (") 11 .IF Cl!) +. -1- }szmp e an 1.V.Llep," = l.V.Lt+lep, Jor f.1. -r- 11.

2) If e~l)~ ::> e~l)~+1' then the C-right-module e~l)~ I e~l)~+1 is
sinlple and e~l)M = e~l)~+I for Ji =*= IC••

3) If ~err) / ~+le~l!) ~ jje~I), then e~J)~ / e~l)M,.+ I ~ ~~2)C, and con
versely.

Proof. If F,,(') (b) x (Fil!)(c» , belongs to the B-C-double-module
~. / ~+1 then the B-Ieft-module M! I ~+1 is a direct sum of f2(J.)
simple left-moduli isomorphic to Re£.'), and the C-right-module Mt I ~+I
is a direct sum of fl(lC) simple right-moduli isomorphic to e~2)C:

Aft / M,.+J -.. eJ + e2 + + eh (,,),

~/ ~+1 -.. ~l + ~2 + + ;lftC"I'

Since M! is a direct sum:

~ MtEt(2) + M,.E2(2) + + ~E:n~)

EI(J)M + E.}')~ + + Ell)M;, ,

we have in a quite similar manner as Lerrlma 1

M,. / M+l = M"Ei2
) / M+tE£!.) ,

M,./ M+J = E,,(I)M,. / E~J)~+1 ,

~E~'!.) / M+ ,E~2) = 0

E·P)~/ ES')M,.+J = 0

Hence we obtain readily our assertions.
As an immediate consequence we have

Theorem 2. Let (1"A denote the multiplicity of FS,1)(b) x (Ft)(c)y
in S(b)R'(c). Then

1)
{

~~2)(b) -- ~ (1""FP)(b)

VP)(c) .- ~ d""FP)(c)

"

(jor bE B)

(jor cE Cj

6
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ON THE REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS OF FI~ITE ORDER 39

2) S(b)R'(c) ....... ~ FP)(b) x CVP)(C»)' ....... ~ fJ~2)(b) X (F~2)(C»'.
K A

Corollary. Let atK denote the multiplicity of F~2)(C) x (FP' (b»' in
S(c).R'(b). Then

1)
{

?!l)(C) ~ at"Fp)(c)

V~2)(b) ~ atF
K
(2'(b)

IC

(foT cE C)

(fOT bE B)

2) S(c)R'(b) ....... ~ Ff!)(c) x CV~!!)(b»' ....... ~ f]p'(c) x (FP) (b»'.
A K

In particular, for C = A, we have the following relations1
)

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

r(b) - ~ ....F.")(b) (for bE B)

Vp'(a) ....... ~ 'i:"hF>..(a) (for aE A)
h

f'l.(l)(a) - ~ ;r!.'.F.(a) (for aEA)

V>.. (b) -- ~ ;r~ICF~(\)(b) (for bE B)
"

{

S(b)R'(a) -- ~ FP)(b) x (VP)(a»' -- ~ Uh(b) x F~(a)
K >..

S(a)R'(b) ....... ~ F>..(a) x Vf(b) ....... ~ [j~l)(a) x (FP)(b»'.
>.. K

(2.4)

Further, for C = B, we have

{

U{l)(b) +-+ ~ (J)K>..FP)(b)

VP)(b) -- ~ ClJIt>..FI1)(b)
A

Theorem 1 and (2.3) yield

(for bE B).

(2.5) S(a)R'(b) +-+ ~ UA(a) x F~(b) +-+ ~ fX<l'(a) x (FP) (b»'.
A IC

If we set B* = B / (B nN), then B* is a subalgebra of A = A/N.
Since B nN is contained in the radical of B, B* has the same irre-
ducible representations FP) (tC = 1, 2, , I) with B. Let UK* be the
indecomposable constituent of the left regular representation of B*
corresponding to F~l). Then we get

1) Cf. ~akayama (11) p. 3.:35.
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40 :MAB.AP.U OSIl\'1A

Further, let us denote by U/t* the representation of .if induced from

U;. If UP)(a) ~ ~ aK),U,\(a) for a E A, then
A

(2.6)

(2.5), applied to .if and its subalgebra B*, gives

S(a)R'(b) -- ~ FA(a) x F{(b) -- ~ U/t*(a) x (FP) (b»'
,\ /t

where S(a) and R(a) (for ii E.if) are the regular representations of .A.
We then have from (2.6)

F,\(b) -- :b aK,\FiL)(b).
J(

Hence we have formulas

(2.7)
{

F,\(b) ~ a/t,\Fp) (b)

UP) (a) .- ::E a/t,\U,\(a)
,\

(for bE B)

(for a EA).

Similarly we obtain VK(L)(a) ~ b aKAVA(a) with the same a/tA.
A

11. Ordinary representations of groups.

3. Let r(@) be the group ring of a group @ over an algebrai
cally closed field K of characteristic 0:

where Cl' C~, ~ CfJ are the elements of @. Instead of consider-
ing representations of @, we 111ay consider representations of r (@).
Let Zl' Z2, , Zl£ be the distinct irreducible representations of @.

To each Zi there corresponds a contragredient (irreducible) represen
tation C -.,. Z, (C-l) (C E ®) which we denote by ~r. Let S(G) and
R(G) be the left and the right regular representations of r (@)
defined by a basis G l , G2 , •••••• , Gg • Then

Gs x Gt -.,. S(G,I)R'(Gt 1
)

is a representation of the direct product @ x @. Since r(@) is semi
simple, we have from (1.5)

(3.1)

8
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ON THE REPRESE1\TTATIONS OF GROUPS OF FINITE ORDER 4:1

Let Cl' CS, , Cm be the classes of conjugate elements in @

and let n~ be the order of the normalizer 91(G) of an element G
contained in Cl). Then gv = g I '1Zv denotes the number of elements in
Cv. Denote by C~* the class containing the elements reciprocal to
those of Cv.

Theorem 3. Let 'o/(GB x Gt ) be the character of the representation
S(G,)R'(Gtl) of @ x~. Then

(for GB E G~, Gc E CM).

Proof. From GS(G1 G2 •••••• Gg)Gtl = (G1 Gz •••••• Ga)S(GB)R'(Gt 1
),

we have S(Gs)R'(Gt"l) = (akl(G, x Gt» where (ald.(Gs x Gt» possesses
one 1 in each column and row. If GklGsG~=t= Gt for any Gk , then
GSGkGt"J * Gl.:' hence akk(GBX Gt ) = 0 for any k. This implies that
'\fr(Gs x G t ) = 0 for 11 =t= I-t. Now we consider the case when Gt = Gs •

GsGl.:G-I = Gl.:' that is, akk(GS x Gs) = 1 if and only if Gk lies in 91(GJ.
Hence we have 'o/(Gs x Gs) = '1Z~. Finally suppose that GB and Gt are
conjugate in @. From Gt = G;'GBGn we find

S(G,)R'(Gr)R'(G;l)R'(G;')

R'(Gr)S(Gs)R'(G;l) (R'(Gr»-J.

This shows that 'o/(Gs x Gt ) = "",(GB x Gs) = nv•
We denote by x, the character of ~. The value of a character

x, for the class C~ will be indicated by x~v). From (3.1) and Theorem
3, we have the orthogonality relation for ordinary group characters:

(3.2)

We arrange x~~) in matrix form Z = (xl"» (i row index. J.I column
index). Then (3.2) becomes

(3.3)

Since T in (3.3) is non-singular, we obtain u = m by a well known
manner. The number of distinct (absolutely) irreducible representa
tions is equal to the number of classes of conjugate elements in @.

We can derive from (3.2)

(3.4)

Further, (3.4) yields

(i, j = 1, 2, , u).

9
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(3.5)
(i = 1)

(i =F 1).

Here, Xl nleans the character of the 1-representation.
4. Let ~ and ~ be two subgroups of @, and denote by ~l' ~H

••• ' •• , ~8 the irreducible characters of .\'> and by CH C2, ••..•. , C! those

of 3, Let '"lA and Ct be the characters of @ induced from ~A and C,.
From Theorem 2 we have

(4.1) {
~'(H) = ~ klA~A(H)

~A(J) = ~ k'AC,(J)
t

(for HE.\'»

(for J E fJ).

In particular, for 3 = @, we have following Frobenius' theorem oh
induced characters:

(4.2) {
~(H) = ~li)'~A(H)

~A(G) ~ ltAx,(G}
i

(for HE.pr

(for G E @).

Further, from (2.4) we have

(4.3)
{
;(H) = ~q'AUH)

>:,,(H) bq"A~A(H}
A

(for HE ~).

From (4.2) it follows that

~(1l) = h llAx,(H) = ~ (~ It,,luJ~,,(H).
, " i

Then (4.3) yields q"A = ~ ltilA' or in matrix form
i

(4.4) Q = L'L

where Q = (qICA), L = (IlK). Theorem 3 and (2.3) yield for HE ~

(4.5)
for C(G) = C(H)

for C(G) *C(H)

where C(G) denotes the class of conjugate elements in @ which con
tains G, and where n(G) denotes the order of the normalizer 91(G).
From (4.3) we obtain

10
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ON THE REPRESENrATIONS OF GROUPS OF FINITE ORDER 43

where h denotes the order of~. Hence

Consequently we have

(4.6) tr(q"A) = ~ n(H) I h.
HtfJ

Let us denote by Cl' C2 , •••• ", Ck the classes of conjugate ele
ments in @ which contain an element of ~, and let 1L, H 2 , •••••• , H,~

(lL E~) be a complete system of representatives for these classes.

Theorem 4. The number of linearly independent characters of @

induced front the s distinct irreducible characters ~" of ~ is equal to
the number k of those C',/ which contain an element of ©. '

Proof. If we arrange 'i:(Hm) and ~Al!;/) in matrix fom

'(I.: row index; m column index). Then (4.5) becomes

W' U = (1Z(Hm)(~lIln) = s.
Since S is non-singular, the rank of W is equal to k. But we have-
~1t(G) = 0 'for every G ~ C.., (v = 1,2, , k), whence the number of

linearly independent characters among Jl , ~, ••. "', ls is equal to k.
5. Let @ be a group isomorphic to @ by correspondence

Gm -+ Gm. Then the elements Gm X Gm (1n = 1, 2, ...... , g) of the
direct product @ x ~ form the subgroup @o isomorphic to @. We
can choose Gl , Gll , •••••• , Gg as a complete residue system of @ x @
(mod @ll):

Lemma 3. Let us dmwte by jj the representation of @ x @.
induced from a representation D of @o. Then

11
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44 MA.SARU OSIMA

where S(G) and R(G) are the regular representations of ~.

Proof. We have

D{Gm x Gn) ~ (D(Gk(Gm x Gn)Gi"l»l;1, = (D(GkG~G;:l X Gn)ht

where D{Gs x G t ) is defined to be the zero matrix for Gg x G t not
contained in @ll. If we set M(Gm x Gn) = (D{GtGmG;:l x Gn)hz, then

M(Gm) = (D{G 1cGmGi"l»kl, = S(Gm) x 1/

where f is 'the degree of D and 11 is the unit matrix of degree f.
Further we have

M(Gn) = (D(GkGi"l X Gn»kl = R'(G;;l) x D(Gn x Cn),

= R'CG:;;l) x D(Gn)

D(Gm x Cn) -- (S(Ci'm) x II)(R' (G;;1)- x D(Gn»
= S(Gm)R'(G;;l) x D(Cn).

If we take (h, G2 , •••••• , GI} as a complete residue system of
@ x @ (mod @o), then we have in a same way, S(Cn)R'(C;;,l) x D{Cm)
as the representation of @ x @ induced from D. Of course we find

In particular, for Cn = 1, we obtain

(5.2) S(C) x 11 ~ R'(G-l) x D(G) (C E ~).

We have finally S(G) x 1/ ~ SCC) X D(G)1), since SCC) ~ R'(C-I).
Further we can see that S(C'TI)R'(G;l) is the representation of ® x @,

induced from the I-representation of ®o.
Let us denote the irreducible characters of @ by Xl' X2, •••••• , Xu •

Then the distinct irreducible characters of @ x @ are given by
Xt(Cm)Xj(Gn) (i, j = 1, 2, ...... , u). Since x,(G)Xj(C) (C E @) is a charac
ter of ®, irreducible or reducible, we obtain formulas

(~.3)

where the af,Jk are rational integers, aUk > 0, and alJ" = ajik • Let us

1) Of. Osima (15).

12
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denote by ~ the character of @ x @ induced from Xl: of @o. Then
from Lemma 3

(5.4)

where Xt. is the character contragredient to Xt.

Theorem 5. If Xt(G)Xj(G) = b aiJkxk(G), then Xt,(G)Xk(G)
10:

= b a'JkxlG), that £s, aijl: = a"To;j.
j

Proof. (4.2) applied to @ x @ and its subgroup @o, gives

~(Gm x Gn) = ~ atjkx,(Gm)Xj(Gn).
'.J

Hence, by (5.4) we have

2: x,(Gm)X,,(Gn)Xk(Gn) = ~ af,jkx,(Gm)xiGn).
t i,j

Since XI' X2, •••••• , xu are linearly independent, it follows that

x,,(Gn)Xk(Gn) = 2: aiJkx/Gn).
J

Theorem 6. Let x~...) be the value of Xt for the class C lI of con
jugate elements in @. Then

Proof. From (5.3) and Theorem 5, it follows that

~ xi:"')x~~)xi\l) = 2: ~ aH:l;dll)xi~) = b (b aU:lak'£mX~»
k k ~ 11., £ m

- ~ Cb aiklamlo:lX~~».
k.~ m

On the other hand, from (3.2)

~ x~\I)x~Y)xf')
k

Hence

Here, we multiply by X)"*->' and add over JI, and use (3.4)

We shall derive some further relations for the aUI:' By Theorem 5

13
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Thus we have

(5.5)

l\!.A.S.A.RU OSIl\IA

We can also show the following relations

In particular, from Theorem 6 we find

(5.6)

(5.7)

6. Let Zl' Z:!, ,Zu have the same meaning as in section 3.
Denote by Xl' X~, , Xg the distinct irreducible representations of
a subgroup -\? of @. H ~ 4(H) (HE~) is a representation of 4.)
which we denote by Zt(~). Now we can distribute Zl, Z2' , Zl~
into a certain number of blocks with respect to ~ by the following
manner.. We say that Zt and Zj belong to the same block, if in the
sequence

any two consecutive Zm(~) have an irreducible constituent in common.
Thus Zu Z2, ...... , Zu appear distributed into r "~-bloclF" 5Bu 5B2 ,

•.. "', 5Br• Further we say that all the irreducible constituents of

~(~) belong to 5B", if Zt belongs to m". Denote by X" the represen
tation of @ induced from X". Then, as we can easily see, all the
irreducible constituents Zi of XA belong to the same block. Let us
set

(6.1) ~m = n G-l~G.

Gd~

Then 9.R(c~) is an itivariant subgroup of @. Let eu ~, ...... , Ct be
the classes of conjugate elements in @ which contain an element of
IDt We denote by C; the sum of all elements in Cv. Since C; is.
a sum of complete classes of ~, we have

(6.2)

14
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where h(A.) is the degree of Xl<. and 111.(l<.) is the unit matrix of degree
Jz(J.). Let A(@). and A(~) be the centers of group rings r(@) and
r(S;), and let lJ)t be the character of A(@) determined by x,. Then
'zeC':) = (J)lC:)Ilt. Since

we have from (6.2)

(

XiC:)
ZiCC:) = •

Then it follows that

(6.3)

Theorem 7. The two irreducible representations Zt and Zj belong
to the same fQ.block if and only if xlM) Ih = xJ(M) / fj for all ME wt

Proof. Assume that Zt and 2 J belo~g to the same block. From
(6.3) it 'follows that lJ),(C:) = wiC:), whence xtCM)I!t = x;CM)/fJ.
Now we prove the converse. Let us denote by ~l<. the set of those
elements of r(@) which are represented by 0 in every Zt outside of
~A' Then %lAC). = 1, 2, ... "', r) are ideals of r(@), and r(®) splits
into a direct sum:

We then have

r(fQ) = r(fQ) n%l1 + r(~) n%l2 + ...... + r(.~) n ~lr •

Let EA be the unit element of r(~) n%lA. Then rc·~) n ~rA = r(s:~) EA
and r(@) EA § %lA. But we find r(@) EA = %lA' since r(@) = b r(@) EA.
This implies that EA is the unit element of %lA' and belongs to A(@).
Then EA belongs to rCG-l~G) for any G E @, whence EA is in r('JJe).
Consequently EA belongs to

r(WC) n A(@) = Kef + KCf + + Kef

and, hence, is expressed by al.et + a2Ct + + atCt (at E K). Since

15
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E" is represented by 1 in all Zt of ~'" and is represented by 0 in
every Zm outside of ~" , there exists at least a class Cp. such
that wl(C;) =F wm(C;), i.e. Xt(M) 1ft =F xm(M)'/ fm for ME Cp.. This
completes the proof.

Theorem 8. The number of S";}-blocks of @ is equal to the number
of classes of conjugate elements in @ which contain an element of ill1.

Proof. ~.\(,{ = 1, 2, , r) are in 1-1 correspondence with the
irreducible representations of

A(@) nA(W1) = KCf + KC; + -r KCt.

Hence we have r = I.
Let (J·l and (J j be two irreducible characters of 9)1, then (J i and (} j

are called associated in @, if there exists a fixed element G such
that (JL(M) = (JiG-lMG) (ME illC). We can distribute the irreducible
characters of 1m into the associated classes. From Theorem 4, the
number of the associated classes is equal to I. Since the irreducible
constituents of Zt(WC) are associated in @, ~-blocks ~~\(J. = 1, 2, ,
1) are in 1-1 correspondence with the associated classes of fit

Let us denote by Zl' Z2 ~ , z" a complete system of represen-
tatives for ~.blocks ~l'~2' , ~L and let Z", 1 = Z", ZA, 2' ...... ,

ZA.8(") be the irreducible representations in >B". We have from (3.4)
for M 1 E ClI , M j E Cp.,

u u _

b g(Mi)Xm(~)xm(Mj) = bfmwm(Ct)xm(Mj )
m=l m=l

L _

= b (J),,(Ct)l1,,(Mj ) = gOllp.*.
K-l

8(")

where l11C(Mj ) = h !"px", p(MJ) and flCP is the degree of Z", p. From
p=l

Theorem 7

Hence we have

(6.4) h b"x,,(M',)xAMj ) = n(~)/;lIp.*

"
where b" = a/C /f" = ~f;p /f:. Further (6.4) yields

p

(6.5)

16
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Ill. Modular representations of groups.

7. We consider representations of ® in an algebraically closed
field K of characteristic p. Let F~, F2 , •••••• , Fm be the distinct
irreducible representations and let U1 , Uu ••.••• , Um be corresponding
indecomposable constituents of the (left, for example). regular repre·
sentation of @. Let us denote by ({J>.. and "1)>.. the characters of F~

and U>... We understand these characters in the sense of Brauer
and Nesbitt1

): they are complex numbers and are defined only for
the p.regular elements2

). We denote by Cl' Cz , •••••• , et the classes-
of conjugate elements which contain the p-regular elements. The
value of characters fP>.. and 71>.. for the class ClI will be indicated by
cp~lI) and 7i~lI). Theorem 3, combined \vith (1.4), yields

b ClC.\({J~·J)~~) = 1'liJlIlJ-*.
lC,>..

Since 7J~'J) = b ClC;\fP~lI) by Theorem 1, we have
K •

(7.1)

We arrange ((J~lI) and 7J~lI) in matrix form fb = «{J~lI», H = (7Ji1i» (l row'
index, 1I column index). Then (7.1) becomes

(7.2)

Since P is non-singular, we get m = t in a same way as in Brauer
and Nesbitt (6), and consequently

I H I* 0, I fb I =F O.

(7.1) yields the following

(7.3) ~ gllrp~lI)7J~"*) = go«>.. (K', l = 1, 2, , m) •.
....

As is well known, the ordinary irreducible representation Zt
determines a modular representation (reducible or irreducible) ZP).
Let. dt>.. denote the multiplicity of FA. in Zt. Brauer and Nesbitt
called these d~.\ the decomposition numbers of @•

. 1) See Bmller.Nesbitt (6).
2) By a p-regular element of GS, we understand an element whose order is prime

to p.
3) See Braner-Nesbitt (6) p. 558.

17
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Proof. From (3.2) and (7.1), we have

(v,p. = 1, 2, , m).

Hence

This implies that "IJ A = 2j dtAXt •
t

Theorem 1 OJ). If Xt = ~ d"lPI( and "IJA = ~ C,uJpl(, then
I( I(

Proof. According to Theorem 9, we have

"IJA = ~ d£),Xt = ~ d lA b dt"rp" - 2J (~df,xdtA)rp"
( ·t" ,,'

and hence CICA = ~ d i,l1tA = CAIC •
(

If we set (c~ = C, (dt/() = D, then

(7.4) C = D'D

where D' is the transpose of D. From Theorem 1, combined with
e"A = CA", we can see that UA t-+ VA, but in' virtue of the fact that
group ring is symmetricZ), we have certainly UA~ V A •

8. Let ~ and .~ be two subgroups of @. Let us 'denote by rp"t',

rp~, •••••• , rp: the irreducible characters of ~and let r,t, "IJ:, •••••• , 71:
be the corresponding indecomposable characters of the regular repre-
-sentation of ~. Similarly we define rp~ and 12~ (A = 1, 2, , I) for
3. Further we denote by ~*, ~*, q;~ and n~ the characters of <M
induced from rp:, "IJ:, rp~ and "IJ~ respectively. Theorem 2, applied to
the group ring of @, yields

(for p-regular elements J E 3).

(for p-regular elements H E ~)

{~~H) = ~ dp,,,,:(H)

7)p (J) = ~ dpArpA(])
A

In particular, for 3 = @, from (2.1) and (2.7) we have formulas')

(8.1)

1) H. Nag-ao IH1F:! obtained independently a simple proof for this theorem using
'the properties of the induced characters of GS.

2) See Brauer-Nesbitt (fi). Cf. also Nakayama.Nesbitt (12).
3) Nalmyama (11) p. :31'>(;. Brauer-Nesbitt (6) p. 582.

18
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(8.2)
{

1J,.,(H')

7J:(G')

(8.3)
{

(PJ..(H') = ~ ap,.,fP:(H')

~:(G') = ~ a p,.,1J,.,(G')
'A.

where G' and H' mean the p-regular elements of @ and ~ respec
tively. Finally, from

b ~:(G')fP:(H') =. b ~*(G')r;:(H')
~ p

or from (8.3) directly, we have formulas

(8.4)
{

r;,.,(H') = ~ {jp,.,r;: (H')

~:(G') = ~ {jp,.,fP,.,(G').,.,

Let Xi and ~'J be the ordinary irreducible characters of @ and .~..
We can prove easily the following formulas

~ r~fP:(H')
p

~ rp~'1} :,(H').
~

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

{

x,(H') = ~.mf,pfP:(H')

~:(G') = ~ m,pxf,(G')
(

(1iH') b n-.pfP:(H')

t1i:(H') = ; n""f,(H')
'J

{
~:(H')

'i:(H')

Further, from (2.4) we have

(8.8)

If we put

{

7J:(H')

1J:(H') ~ ·coprrfP*([I').
~

W = (coprr), M = (mip), R = (rprr)., A = (Cl'p,.,), B = ({1,,~),

then we obtain from the above formulas

19
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(8.9)

l\!ASARU OSIMA

W = M'M = ACA' = C*BA' = C*R'

where C* = (c~) has the same significance for ~ as C has for @.

Theorem 111). The number of linearly independent characters of
@ induced from the k distinct irreducible characters cp: of ~ is equal
to the number of the classes of conjugate elements which contain a
p-regular element of ~.

Proof. We have for p-regular elements ~, E J of ~

for C(HJ) = C(In)

for C(Hj ) =F C(HJ

where C(E) denotes a class of conjugate elements in @ whiGh con
tains H. Then we can obtain our assertion in the similar yvay as
Theorem 4.

Similarly in, section 6, we can distribute the indecomposable
representation's Ul , ~, ...... , Um into a certain number of blocks
with respect to.p. We say that UIC and U;" belong to the same block,
if in the sequence

-any two consequtive UP(-~) have an irreducible constituent in common.
Thus Ul , U2J •••••• , Urn appear distributed in s "~*-blocks" ~r, >sf,
...... , ~:. We also say that F" belongs to ~: when U~ belongs to
~:. Then we can see that all the irreducible constituents Pp of Urc

belong tq ~:. Moreover all 'the irreducible constituents of the
modular representation Z, of @ which is determined by the ordinary
irreducible representation Zt belong to the same block. If ~ contains
PlC in ~: as its irreducible constituent, then we say that Zt also
belongs to ~:. ' Let Wl have the same meaning as' in section 6.

Theorem 122
). The ordinary irreducible representations 4. and

ZJ belong to the same ~* -block, if and only if

(mod p)

for all ME WC, where .lJ is a fixed prime ideal divisor of p in K*'J).

I} Nakayama (.11) p. 3GB,
2) Cf. Brauer-Nesbitt (6) p. 562.
3) We choose the algebraic number field K* 80 that the absolutely irreducible

zepresentations of ~ can be written with coefficients in K*.

20
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By Theorem 7, we have
Corollary. If Zt. and ZJ belong to the same fP-block, then they

helong to the same ~* -block.
9. Let @ and @o have the same meaning as in section 5. Since

@o is isomorphic to @, the characters 'Ph and 'YJA of (S) may be con
'sidered as the characters of @o. Denote by q;'" and 1)", the characters
-of @ x @ induced from 'PA and 1JA of @n. Lemma 3 holds also in the
modular case, and hence for p-regular elements Gt , Gj of @, we
have

~ 'PiGt)'YJ",{Gj)'PIJ.(G j )
"
~ 'PIC(Gd'YJ,,·(G j )1}IJ.(Gj )

"
= ~ 1)1((Gt )Y'K,(GJ )1JIL(GJ )

"

r;1J.(G t x Cj ) =

1J1J.(Gi X GJ )(9.1)

where 'P,,' and 'YJI(' are the characters contragredient to 'PI( and 7J".

Theorem 131
). If 7J,c<G)7JA(G) = ~ TL"K.A/I-'PIJ.(G) for p-regular elements

IJ.
e of @, then 7J1(,(G)7JIJ.(G) = ~ i7""IJ.'PA(G), that is, i71(f-1J. = ITI(I/J-f- •

A

Proof. Applying (8.2) to @ x @ and its subgroup @o, we have

7J/L(Gi x CJ) = ~ 'P,,(Gt )7JI(,(Gj )7J/L(GJ) = ~ TL"I(AIJ.'P,,(Gf,)fPA(G j ).
I( IJ..'"

This implies that 7J1(,(GJ )7JIJ.(GJ }.= ~ 'Z"A/L'PA(G j ).
A

Further we obtain the following

Theorem 14. For p-regular elements G of @

1) {
fPiC)'PA(G) = ~ a"Ap.'PIJ.(G)

'P",(G)'YJ/L(G) = ~ ll'I(A/J-1},,(G)
A

2) {

'YJK(G)7JA(G)

'YJI('(G) fP/J-(G)

:E (jKA/L'YJIJ.(G)
/J-

~ SICAIJ.'PA(G).
"'"

Proof. Every indecomposable constituent of the regular repre
sentation of @ x @ is given by U,,(Ct ) x UA( GJ). Hence (8.3) and (9.1)
yield

1) H. Nagao has proved independently Theorems 13 and 14 by the same manner.
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7jp.(Gi x Cj ) = b 7J1C(Gi)~IC,(Gj)7Jp.(GJ)

±aKAP.7J~(Gi)7JA(G j).
".>"

This implies that 9'",(GJ )7Jp.(G j ) = ~ a lC>.,...7JA(G j ). Similarly from (8.4) we
A

can obtain 2).
In particular, we can see that /3,,'Al = CKA • Since (5.2) shows that

u: x D splits completely into Ut, U~, , ~1l' by Theorem 14 we
find

(9.2)

Corresponding to Theorem 6, we have the following formulas

~ a AIC,fiPICP. - ~PIC,...>.alCtJ.P b ~~\I)7J~lI*)

".. "" IC,P. 'V

(9.3)
~ aA/L/CIXpKp. = ~ ~~\I)~~"')
IC. ,... \I

~ 7r'K/J.>.a"/Lp ~ IX AKP.ITPKP. - ~ 7Jill)7J~"'*)
K. p. K, P. \I

~ ~A/kK{1PKP. ~ 7jill)7J~"').
K.,... \I

From (7.1) we have

~ g\l",~\I)7J~~)9'i\f) ~ ~ a"K,.,.g\l9'~\I)7J~Y)
K K ,...

- ~ (~aAKp.PrrK/J.)g\f9'C:) = g(A\f).
rr K,""

Here, we multiply by 7J~)/*), add over v, and use (7.3)

On the other hand, we have

b ",~\f)1J~~)9'~"') = b b I3K,u.~n~)f/J~\I) = b (b (3K/J.AaKtJ.CT)f/J~lI)•
" K P. rr K,,...

Consequently ~ a AK,...{1PICP. = ~ ~KtJ.AaKp.p. This completes the proof of the
K.,... K.tJ.

first formula (9.3). Now we shall prove the second formula (9.3).

~ g\l9'~\f)7J~~)~i\l)
K

1) Cf. Osima (15).

~ (~ aA'tJ.'K,1J~~)g...9'~\I)
" tJ.'

~ a",p-",' ~ t"K'rrltJ.,g...1J~~)
IC.I4' eT'

~ (~ aA,.,...a"rrlJ.)g\l1J~~) gf/J;"\I) •
rr K,tJ.

22
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Here, we multiply by c;o~\I), add over JI, and use (7.3)

b ltA,.uciXpKfl. = ::E q:;~\I).p~1I).
".fl. \I.

Similarly b .p£\I)1f~Y)1)~\I) = n\l1)~\I) and b .p~~)1)~~)1)i.~) = n1)i.~) yield last two
K K

formulas (9.3) respectively. Furthermore from (9.3) we find

In particular, for ,{ = 1 in (9.3), we have1
)

2:: {dPKK b (3>:fl.l iXK/l.P = b c"'fl.iX"JLP

" ". JL "Jfl.

h CKfl.a",fl.P - ~ 1)~\I)
/Cd.!. \I

~ ltPKK b .p~'.I).
K \I

IV. Representations of groups by collineations~).

10. Let @ be a group of finite order g. We consider the
algebra

(10.1) UB=l

@ = {E, P, , Q} over an algebraically dosed field K in which the
multiplication is defined by UpUQ = rp,QUPQ • Here, the rp,Q are non
zero elements from K such that rp,;rPQ •R= rp,QRrQ.R. (r, @) is called
the collinear group ring of @ with factor set r = {rp,Q}. If Up -+ M(P)
is a representation of (r, 6» by linear transformations, then M(P)M(Q)

= rp,QM(PQ). Hence P -+ M(P) is a representation of @ by collinea-
tions. In the sequence P -- M(P) may be called the representation
()f @ with factor set r. If P -+ N (P) is a representation of @ with
factor set r, then Up -+ N(P) is certainly a representation of (r, @).
Hence we may consider representations of (r, @) instead of consider
ing representations of @ 'with factor set r. The two representations
P -- M(P) with- factor set rand P -+ N(P) with factor set ri, are
~alled associated if M(P) = kpN(P) for all P where the kp are non
zero elements from K.The factor sets rand r' are also called asso
ciated. If rand r' are associated, then we find

1) See Brauer-Nesbitt (6) p. 579.
2) CL Schnr (17), Tazawn. (19).
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(10.2)
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Associated representations are regarded as not essentially distinct.
Now we assume that the characteristic oj K'is O. Then (r, @}

is semi-simple. We denote by Zl, Z'.!, , Zlc the distinct irreducible
representations of (r, @). Let CH C2 , •••••• , en be the classes of con
jugate elements in @. A class C1/ is called regular with respect to·
r, if ClI contains an element P such that rp • Q = rQ,p for any Q of the
normalizer m(p). We shall denote by Clf C~, ...... , Cd. (d s;;. n) the
regular classes. Since Zt is an irreducible' representation of @ with
factor set r, we may set 'X;.(Us) = 'Xi(S) where Xi is the character of
Zi' We then have from UpUSUp1= rp,sr;~p-1I,pUpsp-l

•
(10.3)

Lemma 4. 1f S is contained in a 1wn-regular class, then Xi(S) =
o (i = 1, 2, ...... , k).

Proof. From (10.3) we find 'XI(S) = rp,.~r;:pxi(S) for any PE m(S).
By our assumption there exists Q E m(S) such that rQ,sr;,\J =f= 0, whence'
Xi(S) = O.

Since Z:(U;1)Z!(Ui1
) = rp~QZ:(U;Q)' Up -+ Z[(U;l) is an irreducible

representation of @ with factor set r-1 = {rp~Q}' We call this repre
sentation contragredient to Zt and denote by Zi" If we denote by
Xi' the ·character of Ztr, then from Up1 = rp~p-lUl"-l we have Xt'(P) =
Xi(U;l) = r;,1p-lXt(P-l).

Let S(Up ) and R(Up ) be the left ~nd the right regular repre
sentations of (r, @) defined by a basis UB , Up, ••.•.. , UQ • Then
Up x Us -+ S(Up)R'(US-

1
) is a representation of the direct product

(r, @) .x (r-\ @) with factor set {rp,Qr.;;T}' If we denote by m(ul" x U<;)
the character of S(Up)R'(Us1

), then we have from (1.5) m(ul" x u.<;}

= 2.J Xt(Up)Xr.(Ui1
), that is

i

(lOA) (f)(P x S) = ~ Xt(P)Xi'(S),
i

Lemma 5. If P is an element of m(S), then P -+ rs,pr;~s is a
linear representation of 9(S).

Proof. We have USUpUi1 = 1s,pr;,~sUl'" USUQUfJ-;l = rS,QrQ,1SUct
(P, Q E 91(S», whence USUpUQUi1 = rs,pr;;~SrS,QrQ.lsUpUQ' Then
UsUrQUs-l = 1s, pr;~SrS1QrQ~SUPQ' On the o~her hand, .since PQE m.(S)J'
we find USUl"QUi 1 = rs,PQri~,8"UPQ. Thus we obtain (rs,prp~s)(rs.QrQ.ls}

= rs . IQr;tso
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Lemma 6. Let n(S) be the order of the normalizer ffi(S). Then

for S in the regular classes
for S in the non-regular classes.

Proof. It follows readily from Lemma 5 and (3.5).

Lemma 7. (/)(S x S) = ~ rs,prp~s.
Pt91(S)

Proof. Since u.<;(UE Up UQ)Ui1 = (UE Up UQ)S(Us)R'(US-1),o
we have our assertion in the similar manner as Theorem 3.

If Si and Sj are not conjugate in @, then as one can easily see
(/)(Si x SJ' = O. Further if S is contained in a non-regular class. then.
from Lemmas 6 and 7, (/)(S x S) = O. Let S1. Sz, , Sa be a com-
plete system of representatives for the regular classes. Then we
have from above consideration

(10.5)

Consequently (lOA) yields

(10.6)

If we set

(11, ..< = 1, 2, ...... , d) ..

Z = (Xt(SJ), Y = (x,,(S~»

(11 row index: i column index). Then (10.5) becomes Y'Z = (n(S,J0"\l>')."
= V. Since V is non-singular, we have k ~ d. Suppose that k> d..
Then X1(S1/), X2(S"\I)' ••.••. ~ x/,:(SlJ) (11 = 1,2, , d) are linearly dependent :.

~ a,xi(S"\I) = O.
t

From (10.3) and Lemma 4 we can see that ~ a,x,(P) = 0 for any,
PE @. But such a relation is impossible, \vhence we have k = d.
The number of the distinct irreducible repr~entations of @ with
factor set r is equal to the number of the regular classes of con
jugate elements in @. From (10.6) we can derive as usual

(10.7)
d

b g."Xt(SJxJ,(SlJ) = gO!J
"\1=1

where g)) = g/ n(S"\I).
Let (s, @) be the group ring of @ with factor set s = {sP,Q} :

(s, @) = V}}K + VpK + + VQK.
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We denote by SAUp ), Rr(Up ) and S,(Vp ), R,(Vp ) the regular repre
sentations of (r, @) and (s, @). Let Zir), ZJ"), •...•. , Zt·) :Z{S), ~S), •••••• ,

Zgl and Z{t), ZJo, , ZJt) (t ~ rs) be the distinct irreducible repre-
sentations of (r, @), (s, ~), and (t, @)l). The characters of Zt(~, ZJS)
and Z~t) we denote by xV), X)8) and Xkt>. Since Ztr)(Up ) x ZJ')(Vp ) is a
representation of an algebra (t, @), we have

(10.8) xf")(P)xS)(P) = ~ bfJkX~)(P).
k

~1 = (UB x V})K + (Up x Vp)K + + (UQ x VQ)K

is a subalgebra of (r, @) x (s, @) and is isomorphic to (t, @) = WBK +
WpK + + WQK. Hence 'we may denote ~( by (t, @).

Lemma 8. If ~ is the repreSentation of (r, @) x (s, @) induced
from a representation Dt. of(t, @), then

D,(Up x Vs) ~ Sr(Up)R;(Us-
1

) x Dt(Ws )'

Proof. We can prove in the similar manner as Lemma 3.

Since i5" is representation of @ x @ with factor set {rp.QsS • T },

we may write

'where R: is the representation of @ contragredient to Rr • Lemma 8
yields

Sr(P)R:(S) x Dt(S) ~ S,(S)Rt(P) x Dt(P).

In particular, for S = E, we have Sr(P) x If ~ R: (P) x Dt(P). Ap
plying (4.2) to the direct product (r, @) x (s, @) and its subalgebra
.(t, 6), we obtain the following

Theorem 15. Let

X~")(P)X)'~)(P) = ~ btjkx~t)(P).
IG

Then

1) If r = {rp.Q} and S = {sP.Q} are the two factor sets, then {tP.Q} = rp,QsP.Q}
is also :l factor set.
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11. We shall study briefly the modular representations of @

with factor set1). Let (d, @) be the collinear group ring with factor
set d = {dP • Q } over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p.
We set

g = g'pa, (g', P) = 1.

Any factor set {dP•Q } is associated with a factor set {PP,Q} such that
p~.Q = 1 then necessarily P'F. Q = 1 for any P, Q E @. In the sequence
we may only consider such factor set p. Corresponding to a factor
set P, a factor set r = {rp,Q} is defined as complex numbers:

rJ,',Q = 1

in the same manner as the modular characters were defined.. A class
Cv is regular with· respect to p if and only if C',J is regular with
respect to r. Let Ct, jCt, , C8* be the regular classes which
contain an element whose order is prime to p. We denote by Fu F'H
...... , Ft the distinct irreducible representations of (p, @) and by U1 ,

Uz, , ~ the corresponding indecomposable constituents of the
regular representation of (p,6). If (fA and "Il).. are the characters of
FA and Uf), then the modular characters of F).. and UA are fi'A and 17)..
(residue classes mod i1). We set (f)..(UQ ) = (fA(Q) and YJJ..(UQ ) = "Il,\(Q).
Now we have

Lemma 9. Let Q be an ele1nent whose order is Prime to p. If
Q is contained in a 1wn-regular class, then (f,\(Q) = 0 (and hence fi'A(Q)

= 0).
Proof. We can prove in the similar manner as Lemma 4.
Let Qu Q2' ...... , Q8 be a complete system of representatives .for

the classes C: (tJ = 1, 2, ...... , s). We have from Theorem 1 and
Lemma 7

(11.1) (J.I, It = 1., 2, ...... , s)

where (fA' is the character contragredient to (fA. By (11.1) we have
t > s. Now suppose that t> s. Then the modular characters ~l(Q.J,

iP2(Q-J, .•.... , ~t(Q·J (11 = 1, 2, ...... , s) are linearly dependent:

1) See Asano·Osima-Takahasi (1').

2) The value of these chllractcre are complex numbers us in section 7 and are
defined only for UQ where Q has an order prime to p.
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Then from Lemma 9 it follows that b a]o,fp,...(Q) = 0 for any element
>..

Q whose order is prime to p, whence we have finally ~ a>..~>..(G) = 0
>..

for any element G of .@l). But such a relation is impossible. Hence
t = s. The number of the distinct irreducible representations of @

with factor set p is equal to the number of regular classes of con
jugate elements in @ which contain elements of an order prime to p.
It follows from (11.1) that

(11.2)

Corresponding to Theorem 15, we have the following formulas
for QE C;

{11.3)

{11.4)

(11.5)

{
~~P)(Q)~~lT)(Q) = ~ a:>,IJ.q>f:)(Q)

~~)(Q)i'}~T)(Q) = b at..,",i'}~"')(Q)
>..

{
1}~)(QM''(Q) = ~ 13:"" 1}~T)(Q)

i'}~~)(Q)~~)(Q) = b e:>"jl.~~CT)(Q)
>..

where T P • Q = PP,Qf1P • Q ' In particular, we can prove from (11.4)

(11.6)
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